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An Introduction to Human Disease: Pathology and Pathophysiology Correlations, Ninth Edition

provides students with a clear and well-illustrated explanation of the structural and functional

changes associated with disease, the clinical manifestations of disease, and how to determine

treatment. Ideal for Pathology, Pathophysiology, or Human Disease courses, the first part of the text

deals with general concepts and with diseases affecting the body as a whole. The second part

considers the various organ systems and their diseases. Ancillaries For Instructors PowerPoint

Presentations, an InstructorÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Manual, a Test Bank, and an Image Bank. All materials are

formatted for online course management systems. For Students The companion website is

accessible to students through the redeemable access code provided in every new text. It offers

useful study tools and activities including Crossword Puzzles, an Interactive Glossary, Practice

Quizzes, Web Links, and more.
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While a challenging subject, this book makes for an easy read. It is much easier to comprehend

than some of my other science courses' textbooks. The writing style is very clear, not wordy or

verbose and gets directly to the point. I waste very little time trying to decode what the author is

conveying as opposed to some others I have read. I will admit the images are extremely graphic

and not for the faint hearted. I would assume that most of those reading this text are in the medical



field in some way and thus unfazed or even intrigued, but for me it was a little shocking. All in all,

this textbook makes studying a difficult subject a breeze.

Well written, good read. Highly recommend it for people to get a good overview of the topic. Helps

understanding of more advance information in each subject mentioned by having a good basic

knowledge which this text provides. Easy to follow good illustrations.

Very easy to read, gives clear and concise explanations of basic metabolic and disease processes.

A great intro to the subject and a good review for all of the stuff you missed in A&P.

Brand new and wrapped in plastic. Never opened by another human. Perfect.

We were worried that the code wasn't going to work to access the online materials. The online

materials help in the study process for testing and quizzes. Good graphics and pics. If you fail this

class it will be because you didn't study the large amount of material this book covers. You can't just

breeze through this material and expect to comprehend everything at a glance. It does spend much

more time on female anatomy than male.

Not very useful. The topics are not covered with enough detail.

I used this for my recent pathophysiology class, and our Professor basically abandoned this book

and wrote his own notes for the class. The book is poorly organized for a textbook and is difficult to

read. It reads in huge chunks of text, rather than being helpfully divided like some other textbooks

I've had.

It helped a lot that I took anatomy and physiology as also microbiology prior, it made reading this

book and understanding the subject a whole lot easier. It is a great review about the different

diseases in the different areas of the human body and the explanation why this happens.
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